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	Pro Java 7 NIO.2 (Professional Apress), 9781430240112 (1430240113), Apress, 2011

	The recommended entry point to start exploring the NIO.2 API, also known as “JSR 203: More New I/O


	APIs for the Java Platform” (NIO.2), is the new abstract class java.nio.file.Path. This class is a

	milestone of NIO.2, and every application that involves I/O operations will exploit the powerful facilities

	of this class. Practically, it is the most commonly used class of NIO.2, since many I/O operations are

	based on a Path resource.




	The Path class supports two types of operations: syntactic operations (almost any operation that

	involves manipulating paths without accessing the file system; these are logical manipulations done in

	memory) and operations over files referenced by paths. This chapter covers the first type of operations

	and introduces you to the Path API. In Chapter 4, I focus on exploring the second type of operations. The

	concepts presented in this chapter will be very useful in the rest of the book.

	Pro Java 7 NIO.2 addresses the three primary elements that offer new input/output (I/O) APIs in Java 7, giving you the skills to write robust, scalable Java applications:

	
		An extensive file I/O API system addresses feature requests that developers have sought since the inception of the JDK
	
		A socket channel API addresses multicasting, socket binding associated with channels, and related issues
	
		An asynchronous I/O API enables mapping to I/O facilities, completion ports, and various I/O event port mechanisms to enhance scalability



	NIO.2 for the Java platform, known as JSR 203, is a major feature of the new Java JDK 7 under the leadership of Alan Bateman as an OpenJDK project. Take advantage of these exciting new developments with Pro Java 7 NIO.2.


	What you’ll learn

	
		How to carry out Path class operations
	
		How to get/set file metadata through the java.nio file attribute API (including POSIX)
	
		How to manage symbolic and hard links (including create, delete, and find target)
	
		How to deal with files and directories through the new java.nio.file.Files API
	
		How to use the FileVisitor API to develop file recursive operations 
	
		How to explore the Watch Service API and file change notification
	
		How to use the new SeekableByteChannel API for Random Access File
	
		How to develop blocking/non-blocking socket-based applications
	
		How to explore the jewel of NIO.2: the Asynchronous Channel API
	
		How to use the Zip File System Provider and write a custom file system provider 
	
		How to refactor java.io.File code



	Who this book is for


	This book is for experienced Java programmers new to Java 7 and those with some experience with Java 7.
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Designing SVG Web GraphicsNew Riders Publishing, 2001
Scalable Vector Graphics is a dynamic 2D graphics format that  enables designers to create graphics elements using XML. The unique  functionality of SVG to render visual elements is creating new graphics horizons  for design on the internet.

Designing SVG Web Graphics...


		

Relational Database Design Clearly Explained, Second Edition (Data Management Systems)Morgan Kaufmann, 2002
Fully revised and updated, Relational Database Design, Second Edition is the most lucid and effective introduction to relational database design available. Here, you'll find the conceptual and practical information you need to develop a design that ensures data accuracy and user satisfaction while optimizing performance, regardless of your...

		

R Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2014

	R Recipes is your handy problem-solution reference for learning and using the popular R programming language for statistics and other numerical analysis. Packed with hundreds of code and visual recipes, this book helps you to quickly learn the fundamentals and explore the frontiers of programming, analyzing and using R.

...





	

The Dreamweaver Developer's Instant TroubleshooterApress, 2003
The Dreamweaver Developer's Instant Troubleshooter focuses on the problems common to complex areas of Dreamweaver web development. This book also functions as a grounding and installation reference for additional technologies like PHP, ASP, MySQL, and CSS. 

Inside the covers of this book, await top-notch solutions to your web...


		

Motown Artist by ArtistG2 Entertainment, 2015

	In 1959 Berry Gordy Jr., a high school dropout, former boxer and record store owner, founded the Motown record label in Detroit. The company name, which played on the city's proud tradition of car manufacture, was to become synonymous with great music as Gordy took the sound of black America to the world.


	Starting with Barrett...


		

Unix™ Systems Programming: Communication, Concurrency, and ThreadsPrentice Hall, 2003
This completely updated classic (originally titled Practical UNIX Programming) demonstrates how to design  complex software to get the most from the UNIX operating system. UNIX Systems Programming provides a clear and  easy-to-understand introduction tothe...
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